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in the classrooms that received the honor
code, there was also a significant

interaction between the intervention and
the amount of time students spent in the

classroom. the honor code was most
effective when students spent the most
time in the classrooms. shu says these

results highlight the importance of giving
students as much time as possible to

engage with the honor code intervention.
the literature on cheating suggests that
cheating behaviors wane over time, she
says, so it is important to give the honor
code enough time to take effect. shus
study has significant implications for

school administrators. school
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administrators typically spend a lot of
time and resources on administrative

tasks rather than on the core mission of
educating students. schools need to be
aware of the issues of cheating on tests

and of how to deal with cheating in order
to support their core mission. in the same
study, shu also investigated the question
of whether honor codes affect the student
population. she found that the honor code

intervention significantly reduced the
amount of cheating among african

american students. in addition, students
often may feel pressure to conform to
cultural standards of honesty, which

could include the honor code in many
colleges. if you are not comfortable with
cheating, carrell says, you may need to

study harder or find another way to
succeed. consider the possibility that

cheating is an unhealthy way to live and
strive to live a more honest life. the

center for academic integrity conducted a
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study and found that 93 percent of adults
who took a test and had a problem with it
said they believed cheating was wrong. a
study at the university of michigan found
that students who believed cheating was

wrong were less likely to cheat than
students who believed cheating was

acceptable.
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ultimately, says shus, its about building a
culture of integrity. at the end of the day,
she says, all these little moments add up.
what matters is how we react to them. if
youre hesitating because you think its

okay to cheat, youll probably eventually
feel uncomfortable and youll probably

eventually cheat. but if youre hesitating
because you dont think it is okay, youll
never do it. if youre hesitating because

you think its okay to cheat, itll be harder
to stop yourself, says shus. but if youre
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hesitating because you think it isnt okay,
youll stop cheating and never will have to
think about it again. 10 tips for cheating

effectively know what you are testing
take a test prep course know how to

cheat smart learn the material thoroughly
organize your notes and cheat sheets
dont cheat on a test you dont need to

take take care of your test situation take
a break write down your answers

students who adhere to a school policy
can improve their academic performance

and prevent academic cheating, says
gregory harper, a professor of education
at the university of california, berkeley.

according to a 2003 study by carl s.
brown, associate professor of psychology

and sociology at the university of
california, santa barbara, who studies the

relationship between honor codes and
academic cheating, honor codes seem to

work most effectively when they are
closely tied to and promoted by students,
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administrators and faculty. in the study,
72 students reported an average of

approximately 20 academic violations,
ranging from multiple copies of an

assignment to forgery, while taking two
written exams. after the students read a

generic honor code explaining the
problems of cheating, however, two-thirds

of them said that they would no longer
cheat, and in the final exam, almost half

said theyd not cheated at all. 5ec8ef588b
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